
ESSAY OUTLINE QUICK

By creating an essay outline and gathering all the information before writing the I quickly adapted a method of essay
writing, which I believe simplifies and.

Research with Ruthless Efficiency Once you understand the assignment, you need to start researching. Quotes
or references, if any II. A productivity killer. Decide what you want to convey in your essay and put it into
words. I also found that the quality of my arguments and analyses increased, along with massive
improvements in my research skills. I want to show you a better wayâ€¦ Introducing the Topic Forget
hierarchies. Sitting down to write and realizing you left one of your sources back in your dorm is a definite
productivity killer. Additional quotes or references, if any VII. That means I have a lot of experience in all
types of writing. If you find that you need more info after you start writing, you can always do more research.
Save the originality for your arguments. Want to earn better grades? Write it last. Furthermore, asking the
professor for clarification shows initiativeâ€”that you care about the assignment. After all, more is better,
right? We call the final document a topic-level outline. To make sure you have the focus of a zen master, you
must create a writing environment that enables zen-like focus. Make it even more visually organized by using
different colors for each of your body paragraphs. This approach allows you too: Write much more efficiently,
without the delay of consulting sources. A topic is more general than a specific fact or observation, but less
general that a multi-argument discussion. Unlike the compact, hierarchical outlines promoted by the
orthodoxy, a topic-level outline is huge close the size of your finished paper , and flat in structure no reason to
use 18 different levels of indentations here. Assemble your supplies. This leads to examples such as: Rothko
Chapel in Houston Letter to Philip Johnson proposing idea The three concepts suggested in first conversation
â€¦and so on. Ask your professor. My favorite is Zotero , which allows you to keep track of research sources
and even has a browser extension that will pull the citation info from a library catalog web page. Again, this
lets you easily visualize the structure of your essay and make sure all the details fit where you plan to use
them. Your conclusion should round out your essay and unite your paragraphs together, solidifying your
thesis. Now, you need to sit down and write the sucker.


